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BP is the Brown-Peterson spectrum for a fixed prime p and BP*X is the
Brown-Peterson homology of the CW-spectrum X. The left βP^-module
BP*X is an associative comodule over the coalgebra BP^BP. In [2] we have
studied some torsion properties of (associative) jBP^ZΪP-comodules, by paying
attension to the behaviors of BP operations. It seems that the following result
is fundamental.
Theorem 0.1. Let M be a BP^BP-comodule. If an element x^M is
v
n
-torsion, then it is v
n
_γ-torsίon. ([2, Theorem 0.1]).
After a little while Landweber [8] has obtained several results about torsion
properties of associative BP^BP-comodules in an awfully algebraic manner, as
new applications of commutative algebra to the Brown-Peterson homology. In
this note we will give directly new proofs of Landweber's principal results [8,
Theorems 1 and 2], by making use of two basic tools (Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2)
looked upon as generalizations of Johnson-Wilson results [1, Lemmas 1.7 and
1.9] handling BP operations:
Theorem 0.2. Let M be a BP*BP-comodule and # φ θ be an element of M.
Then the radical of the annihilator ideal of x
VAnn(x) = {X<^BP* \kχ = 0 for some
is one of the invariant prime ideals I
n
=(ρ, vl9 •••, vn.^) in BP*y l<^/z<^oo.
(Theorem 1.3).
Theorem 0.3. Let M be an associative BP^BP-comodule and
If M contains an element x satisfying \/Ann(x) =-?»> then there is a primitive element
y in M such that the annihilator ideal of y
Ann(j ) = {XEΞBP*; Xy = 0}
is just I
n
. (Theorem 2.2).
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As an immediate consequence Theorem 0.2 implies Landweber's invariant
prime ideal theorem [4] that the invariant prime ideals in BP* are I
n
 for 1 ^ n^ °o
(Corollary 1.4). Our technique adopted in the proof of Theorem 0.3 allows us to
give a new proof of Landweber's prime filtration theorem [5] (Theorem 2.3).
We prove Theorem 0.2 and hence Invariant prime ideal theorem in § 1 and
Theorem 0.3 and Prime filtration theorem in §2, although Landweber has shown
Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 after having known Invariant prime ideal theorem and
Prime filtration theorem.
Let <3i$ be the category of all associative AP^P-comodules and comodule
maps. An associative fiP^BP-comodule has a ΰP^-projective resolution in 3ϊ$.
In [3] we introduced the concept of iSίP-injective weaker slightly than that of
In § 3 we prove
Theorem 0.4. Let M be an associative BP*BP-comodule with w dimBP*M <
oo. Then M has a J$ί3?-injective resolution in J-Si? (Corollary 3.12).
Let / be an invariant regular ideal in BP* of finite length. There is a left
2?P-module spectrum BPJ whose homotopy is BP*/J. When J is trivial,
BPJ is just BP. we do prove our results for (associative) .BP/*i?P/-comodules.
A reader who is interested only in associative l?P#i?P-comodules may neglect the
" / " in the BPJ notation.
1. The radicals of annihilator ideals
Let us fix an invariant regular ideal J=(a0, •••, tf?-i) in BP*^Z(p)[v1, v2> •••].
There is an associative left PP-module spectrum whose coefficient is BPJ* ^
BP*l(a0, •••, α9_i). BPJ becomes a quasi-associative ring spectrum [2].
Let E=(elf e2y •••) be a finitely non-zero sequence of non-negative integers
and A=(aOf •••, aq^) be a (/-tuple consisting of zeros and ones. We put \E\ =
2 2(/>* — 1)^ , and | A \ = 2 (| α ; | + l)aj where | α, | represents dimension of ccje
BP*. BPJ*BPJ is the free left BPJ^-module whose free basis is formed by
elements zEtA with dimension | E \ + IA | . When BPJ^BPJ is viewed as a right
J?P/*-module, its free basis is given by the elements c(zE'A) where c denotes the
canonical conjugation of BPJ^BPJ.
BPJ*BPJ is the direct product of copies of BPJ* indexed by all BPJ
operations SEA: BPJ-*>Σ
]El+U]BPJ. When/ is trivial, operations SEt0 coincide
with the BP operations rE. BPJ operations SEA satisfy the Cartan formula, i.e.,
for the SP-module structure map φ: BP /\ BPJ-> BPJ we have
(1.1) SEιAφ= Σ φ(rFASG,A):BPABPJ^V*^BPJ.
F + G =EJ
The operation S
oo
: BPJ->BPJ is a homotopy equivalence, which is uniquely
written in the form of
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(i 2) So,o=i
A*0
with certain coefficients qA^BPJ*. The composition SEtASFB has a unique
representation as a formal sum
() E,AF,B Σ
for certain coefficients q^c—ίcAE* ^4; J , ) J *
A left 5P/*-module Λf is called a BPJ^BPJ-comodule [2] if it admits a
coaction map ψ M : M->BPJ*BPJ ® M represented as
ΨM(X) = Σ Φ ^ ) ® % , Λ ( * ) ,
which satisfies two conditions:
(i) ψM is a left BPJ^-modύle map, i.e.,
"Cartan formula" sE A(\x) = Σ ^ F ( ^ ) % A(%)
for each \<=BPJ* and #eΛf.
(ii) ίO)O(x) - Λ:+ Σ ?^o,iiW
for each x^M, where the coefficients qA^BPJ* are those given in (1.2).
Note that ψM is a split monomorphism of left BPJ* -modules when M i s a
A BPJ*BPJ-comodule M is said to be associative if it satisfies an additional
condition:
(iii) ψM is associative, i.e.,
SE,A(SF,B(X)) = C
for each x ε M , where the coefficients qGC^.BPJ* are those given in (1.3).
Let M be a left 5P/*-module which admits a structure of (associative)
BP^BP-comodule. Taking sE0(x)=rE(x) and sEA(x)=0 if ^4φO, we can regard
M as an (associative) BP/^Py-comodule.
Recall that for l^wz^oo, I
m
=:(ρy vly ..., ^^.j) are invariant prime ideals in
BP*. Johnson-Wilson have observed nice behaviors of BP operations rE modulo
I
m
 [1, Lemmas 1.7 and 1.9]. We first give two useful lemmas, which descend
directly from the so-called "Ballentine Lemma". The first lemma has already
appeared with a short proof in [2].
L e m m a 1.1. Let E be an exponent sequence with \E\ ^2kp\pn~pm)y n^
^O and k^ 1. Then
f vkf modulo J f 1 if E = kp+"A
Λ
-
m
( 0 modulo Is
m
+1
 if otherwise
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where Δ M _ w =(0, ••, 0, 1, 0, —) with the single " 1 " with (n—m)-thposition. (Cf.,
[1, Lemma 1.7]).
Proof. Using the Cartan formula and the fact that p^I
m
 we can easily
see that
rE(vknps) = Σϊ rEl(vn)-rEkpS(vn) modulo J i + 1
where the summation 2 r u n s o v e r a ^ kps-tuples (Ely •••, Ekp*) of exponent sequ-
ences such that E=E
ι
-\ \-Ekp* and rE.(vn)^β0 modulo Im for all iy l<^i<^kps.
The result now follows immediately from [1, Lemma 1.7].
Define an ordering on exponent sequences as follows: E=(ely e2y • • ) < J F =
CΛ,/2, . - ) i f \E\<\F\ or if \E\ = \F\ and βl=fl9 - , e. W ί - 1 but *,->/,.
Lemma 1.2. Lei wί^l , s^O and X^BP*. If λ w woί contained in I
m
,
then there is an exponent sequence E and a unit u^Z(p) such that
pS =
uv
kf modulo It: ιίfF = psσ
m
E
mo
dulo Γ
m
+1
 if F>psσ
m
E
where σ
m
E= (pMe
m+ly p
m
e
m + 2 y •••) and k = em + em+1+ ~ for E = ( e l y •••, emy •••)•
(Cf., [1, Lemma 1.9]).
Proof. Put X=^aGv
G$I
my aGEzZ(p)y by defining vG=vi1 -Vntt for G=
(gi> '">gn, 0, •••). We may assume that G = ( 0 , •••, 0, g
my gm+ly •••) and aG is a
unit of Z(p). Pick up the exponent sequence E so that σ
m
E is maximal among
σ
m
G. By [1, Corollary 1.8] we have
aEv%
E)
 modulo IM if H = σmE
0 modulo /„, if H>σ
m
E
where k(G)=g
m
J
rg
m+1-\—. By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 1.1
we can compute rF(Xps) modulo Ism+1 to obtain the required result.
Let J={aQy •••, aq-ι) be an invariant regular ideal in BP* of length qy and
M be a left ^P/^-module. Recall that the annihilator ideal Ann(x) of x^M in
BP% is defined by
Ann(x) = {X6Ξ5P*; λΛ? = 0}
and that the radical \/Ann(#) of the annihilator ideal Ann(#) is done by
VAnn(*) - {λ^-SP^; λ*Λ=0 for some fe} .
For the element v
n
 of i^P* (by convention v
o
=p) we say that an element x€ΞM
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is v
n
-torsion if VnX=0 for some k and that Λ G M Ϊ S v
n
-torsionfree if not so. Since
the radical \J J of/ is just Iq [6, Proposition 2.5], we note that
(1.4) every left BPJ^-module M is at least v
n
-torsion for each n, 0^n<q, i.e.,
Making use of Lemma 1.1 we have obtained the following result in [2,
Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4].
(1.5) Let M be a BPJ^BPJ-comodule and assume that x^M is v
n
-torsion.
Then x^M is v
m
-torsionfor all m, O^m^n. More generally, sE A(x) is vm-torsίon
for all m, O^m^n and for all elementary BPJ operations sEA.
Given exponent sequences E=(ely e2y •••), F=(f1,f2, •••), A = (a0, •• , α ί _ i )
and B=(b0, •••, £9_i) we define an ordering between pairs (E, A) and (F, B) as
follows: (E, A)<(F,B) if i) \E\ + \A\<\F\ + \B\, or if ii) | ^ | + | i 4 | =
l^l and E<F, or if iii) E=F, \A\ = \B\ and θo=ό0, '-yaj^ι=bj_ι but
As a principal result in [8] Landweber has determined the radical VAxm{x)
of Λ E M for an associative J^P^BP-comodule M. Using Lemma 1.2 we give
a new proof without the restriction of associativity on M.
Theorem 1.3 (Landweber [8, Theorem 1]). Let J be an invariant regular
ideal in BP* of length q, M be a BPJ^BPJ-comodule and n^>q. An element
is v
n
_γ-torsion and v
n
-torsion free if and only if \ZAnn(x)=In-
Proof. Assume that x G M i s ί;
w
_
r
torsion and ^
w
-torsion free when τz^>l.
Obviously I
n
d\/Ann(x)- If O Φ λ E V Ά n n ^ ) - ^ , then we may choose an
integer s^O such that λ*Ά; = 0 and Ii^1sEtA(x)=0 for all (E, A). By Lemma 1.2
there is an exponent sequence F so that
pS _
uv
k/ modulo j ; + 1 if H = p"σ
m
F
0 modulo /; + 1 if H>psσ
m
F
for some k>0 and some unit u^Z(p). There exists a pair (Gf, Br) such that
V B'{X) i s ?Vtorsion free because x^M is so. Pick up the maximal (G, B) of
such pairs, and choose an integer t^Q such that v*HsEtA(x)=0 whenever (Z?, A)>
(G, B). Using the Cartan formula we compute
0 = vίsa+ps^F^X^x) = vt
n
rps(r
Thus sGB(x) is £>w-torsion. This is a contradiction. The "if" part is evident.
In the n = 0 case the above proof works well if we apply [1, Lemma 1.9
(b)] in place of Lemma 1.2.
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Corollary 1.4. If I is an invariant ideal in BP*9 then the radical >/T of I
is I
n
for some n, l^n?£°°. In particular9 the invariant prime ideals in BP* are
I
n
for 1^/z^oo. (Cf, [1, Corollary 1.10] or [4]).
2. Prime filtration theorem
Let M be a ΰP/^BP/-comodule. An element jcGilίis said to be primitive
if sEtA(x)=0 for all (E, A)Φ(0, 0).
Lemma 2.1. Let Mbe a BPJ^BPJ-comodule and q^n< oo where \/~J=I
r
If a primitive element x€ίM is Vn^-torsion and v
n
-torsion free, then there is a
primitive element given in the form of vκx such that Ann(vκx)=I
n9 where we put
v
κ
=pkov\i"'Vk
n
n
 for some (n+iytuple K=(k09 kly •••, kn) of non-negative integers.
In particular, we may take k
n
=0 when M is v
n
-torsionfree.
Proof. Inductively we construct a primitive element y
m
=v
Km
x^M so that
I
m
y
m
=0 a n d ^
m
 is again ϋ
w
-torsion free, where K
m
=(k0, •••, km^, 0, •••, 0, knttn) is
a certain (#+l)-tuple with " 0 " in the positions of (τw-f-l)-th through n-th.
Beginning with y
o
=x we inductively assume the existence of y
m
=v
Km
x, m<n.
Choose an integer k
m
^0 such that v^my
m
 is ?;
w
-torsion free but Vmm+1y
m
 is v
n
-
torsion. Then there is an integer s^tO such that Is
n
+1y
m
—0 and v^m+1visy
m
=0.
Taking y
m
+1 = v^
m
vί
ι
sy
m
, it is ^-torsion free and v
m
y
m+1 = 0. Applying the
induction hypothesis thaty
m
 is primitive and /
w
^y
w
=0, we have
rE{vm
l o
KΛy
y
m
.)
if
if
A
A
= 0
Φ0
By use of Lemma 1.1 we verify that y
m
+ι=vKm+iχ is primitive, where K
m+1=
We next give a new proof of another principal result in [8], treated of the
annihilator ideal Ann(#) of xEίM for an associative .BP^BP-comodule M.
Theorem 2.2 (Landweber [8, Theorem 2]). Let J be an invariant regular
ideal in BP* of length q, M be an associative {or connective) BPJ\BPJ-comodule
and g ^ n < o o . If M contains an element x which is v
n
-
λ
-torύon and v
n
-torsίon
free, then there exists a primitive element y in M satisfying Ann(y)=I
n
.
Proof. Pick up the maximal pair (G, B) such that sGB(x) is ^w-torsion free,
and then choose an integer s^0 for which Isn*1sEA(x) = 0 for all (E, A) and
vζ
s
sFC(x)=0 for any (F, C)>(G, B). In the case when M is associative we have
SE,A(V?SGAX)) = SE,A(SG,B(V*X))
= Σ qF,csF,c(vnχ) = Σ3 qF,cVnSF>c(χ) = o
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if (E> yl)Φ(0, 0). Hence z=vίssGtB(x) is primitive. So we apply Lemma 2.1 to
find out a desirable element y in M.
In the connective case we use induction on dimension of x to show the
existence of a primitive element z^M which is ^
w
_
r
torsion and ^-torsion free.
We are now in a position to prove directly Landweber's prime filtration
theorem by repeated use of Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.3 (Prime filtration theorem [5]). Let J be an invariant regular
ideal in BP* of length q and M be a BPJ^BPJ-comodule which is finitely presented
as a BPJ*-module. Then M has a finite filtration
M=MSZ)MS_1ZD'" DM1Z)M0= {0}
consisting of subcomodules so that for l^i^s each subquotient M^M^ is stably
isomorphίc to BP*jIkfor some k^q.
Proof. Notice that a BPJ*-modult is finitely presented if and only if it is
so as a .BP^-module. By virtue of [4, Lemma 3.3] we may take M to be a cyclic
comodule BP*jI where / is an invariant finitely generated ideal including J.
Since / is finitely generated, we can choose an integer / ^ 0 to identify M=BP*/I
with BP*®RtjΓ for some finitely generated ideal /' in the ring RI=Z(p)[vlJ •••, Vj],
R
ι
Note that any extended module from i?; to BP* is always £>/+1-torsion free.
On the other hand, by (1.4) we remark that the UP/*-module M is ^9_rtorsion.
When the generator g=[l]^M=BP*/I is £>
w
^-torsion and ^-torsion free
for some m, q^mi^l+ΐ, it is sufficient to show that M has a finite filtration of
comodules
{0} = M o c M 1 c - c M y + 1 c M
so that for each Λ ^ r + 1 , MkjMk~ι is stably isomorphic to BP*jI
m
 and moreover
that M/Mr+1 is an extended module from Rh whose generator gr+i=[l] <^M/Mr+1
is ^-torsion. Assume that the generatorg=[l]^M=BP*jI is ^
m
_
r
torsion and
^-torsion free, m^l+l. By Lemma 2.1 there is a (m+l)-tuple K=(k0, •••, km)
with kι+ι=Oy for which y=vκg is a primitive element satisfying Ann(y)=I
m
.
Take M1^BP* ydM so that N1=M/M1 is a cyclic comodule which is an ex-
tended module from Rt since v
κ
 belongs to /?,. Take K'—(kQi •• ,Λί _1, Λ,~ 1,
0, •••, 0, k'
m
) if K=(k0, •••, k{, 0, •-., 0, K) with β,^l. Then vκ'g is not contai-
ned in M1 for any k^^O, as is easily checked. By construction of an improved
primitive element developed in Lemma 2.1 we gain a primitive element yi=vκ^g1
in Nι=MIMι satisfying Ann(y1)=/M, where Kλ=-{k^ •••, k^ly &,—1, k\+u •••, k'm)
for some k^O, i-{-l^j^m. Repeating this construction we get a primitive
element yq=v
K
'gq^iN
9
=MIMq with Ann(yq)=Im at a suitable stage q^l, where
K' = (kOy •••, &,-_!, ki—ίy 0, •••, 0, kmq) for some km > ? ^0. Applying a downward
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induction on i we lastly obtain a primitive element y
r
=v
k
m
g
r
^Nr=MjMr for
some k^O such that Ann(j;
r
) =/„,. Take the subcomodule Mr+1aM to be
Mr+1IMr^BP* y
ry then the generator gr+ι= [1] e M / I r + 1 is obviously ί^-t
Consequently we get a satisfactory filtration.
Let us denote by ΆSβ the category of all associative BPJ*BPJ-comodules
and comodule maps. Clearly ίB2>$ is an abelian category. By employing (1.3)
we can show the following result due to Landweber [7, Proposition 2.4].
(2.1) The category 253?β has enough projectives. That is, for each associative
BPJ *BPJ-comodule M there is an associative BP]^BP]-comodule F which is
BPJ^-free and an epimorphism f: F->M of comodules. F may be taken to be
finitely generated if so is M.
Using (2.1) and the exactness of direct limit we obtain
(2.2) every associative BPJ^BPJ-comodule is a direct limit of finitely presented
associative comodules.
Let G be a right BPJ*-module. We define the ίB3?£-weak dimension of G,
denoted by w d i m ^ ^ G , to be less than n if Torf PJ*(G, M)=0 for all i^n and
all comodules M in &&$. Let iV be a fiP/*BP/-comodule. We regard
N as a right J^P/^BPy-comodule. Since the right comodule structure map
Nψ: N->N ® BPJ^BPJ is split monic, we can easily see that w άim^gaN is
the same as the βP/^-weak dimension of N.
For the fixed invariant regular ideal J of length q we consider the invariant
ideals / ( „ ) = / + / » and / ( / w ) = { λ E β P # ; tomej(m)} for any m^O. Then we
have an exact sequence
(2.3) 0 - BP*IJ[
m) - BPJJ(m) - BPJJ(m+1) -> 0
of comodules. Note that J(k)=J{k)=:Ik for each k^q. When / is just Iqy J(i)=Iq
for any i^q and hence J(i)==BP:¥y i<q.
From Theorem 2.3, (2.1) and (2.2) we can immediately derive the <£<£$-
version of Landweber's exact functor theorem (as extended) [7].
Theorem 2.4. Let J be an invariant regular ideal in BP* of length q, G be
a right BPJ^-module and n^O. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) w d i i n ^ ^ G ^ n ,
(ii) Tor?//*(G, 5 P J Λ H 0 for all &^?,
(iii) multiplication by vk is monic on Torf pf*(G, BP^Ik) for each k^q and in
addition Torf+7*(G, BPJIq)=09 and
(iv) the induced multiplication v
m
\ Torf PJ*(G, BP*IJ'im))->Torξp/*(Gy BPJJ(m))
is monic for all mΞ>0.
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We call a right BPJ*-module G ΆQg-flat when w di
Corollary 2.5. // a right BP^-module G is B!£-flaty then the extended
module G ® BPJ^is
BP*
Recall that for any /, 0 <; /^oo, BPζl>*^Z(P)[Όl9 •••, vi\ is viewed as a
quotient of BP*. Setting v~ιBP<l, jy*=v~ιBP<iy* ® BPJ* with O^m^/, it is
BP
Using the technique of Landweber [8, Theorem 3] by aid of Theorem 2.2
we can show
Proposition 2.6. Let M be an associative {or connective) BP]*BPJ-comodule,
Gbe a right BPJ^-module and m^q where \ / / ~ = / 9 . Assume that G is <£2?$-flat
with Gv~ι ® BPJI
m
φ0. Then M is v
m
-torsίon if and only if Gv"1 <g) M=0.
BJpJ BPJJpJ*
Recall that E(m)*=v-ιBP<my* and E(m, J)*=E(m)* ® BPJ*.
Corollary 2.7 ([8, Theorem 3]). Let M be an associative (or connective)
BPJ^BPJ-comodule. Then M is v
m
-torsion if and only if E(m)* ® M=0.
This allows us to give a simple proof of the following result [2, Proposition
2.8].
(2.4) An associative BPJ^BPJ-comodule M is v
m
-torsion if M is v
m+1-divisibley
i.e., if multiplication by v
m+ι is epic on M.
3. Jδiί^-injective
Let iSίP^o D e t n e full subcategory of <B3>3 consisting of all finitely
presented associative comodules. For a left EP/*-module G we define the
ίBS g-injective dimension of G, denoted by inj d i m ^ ^ G, to be less than n if
Extj,P/,(M, G)=0 for all i^n and all comodules M in Ά&g. The B&g^
injective dimension of G is similarly defined.
As a dual of Theorem 2.4 we have
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a left BP]\-module, yJ~J=Iq and n^O. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) inj dim^cptf G^n,
(ii) ExtiΫj^BPJIk, G)=0 for all k^qy
(iii) multiplication by vk is epic on Ext£PJSBP^J1'k) G) for each k^q and in
addition ExtnBγj,{BPJIqy G)=0, and
(iv) the induced multiplication v
m
: Ex\BPJ*(BP%\J{m), G)->ExtBP j^(BP*l
J'm), G) is epic for all m^O.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a left BP]^-module and n^O. Then
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inj dimgg> &G^n if and only if inj dim^^a G^n and moreover ΈxXΫp j *(BP *j
/, G)=0for any invariant ideal I including J with the radical y/ / =/oo.
Proof. The n=0 case is shown by using Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 and a
Zorn's lemma argument (see [3, Lemma 3.13]) similar to the abelian group case.
A general n case is done by induction.
As an immediate consequence we have
(3.1) for any m, inj aim^gaV^Gtin z/inj
We call a left BPJ*-module G JB^g-injective when inj
Similarly for
Corollary 3.3. If a left BP^-module G is IBίE-ίnjective, then the coextended
BPJ^-module HomBP,(BPJ*y G) is ΆSg-injective.
Consider the BP*-modules JV</> and M</> for every m^O defined induct-
ively by setting that ΛΓ</>=JBP</>ί}ί, Άί</>=U;W</> and N™γ is the cokernel of
the localization homomorphism Λ^</>-»M<
I
/>. The sequence 0-^iV</>->M</>-»
iV<l/>1->0 is exact for each m^l, and iV</>=0 for any n^l+2.
We can easily verify that
(3.2) M#> is ΆS-injective and hence YίomBP*(BPJ*, Mf/>) is QSg-injective.
As a dual of Proposition 2.6 we have
Proposition 3.4. Let M be an associative (or connective) BPJ^BPJ-comodule,
G be a left BPJ^-module and m^q where y/~j^=Iq. Assume that G is SϊS'S-
injective with Hom
βPjJJBP*j1m, ?;^1G)Φ0. Then M is vm-torsion if and only if
HomBPU(M, v-1G)=0.
Putting M(m)=MM
m> and M(m, J)=HomBP,i(BPJ^ M(m)) we obtain
Corollary 3.5. Let M be an associative (or connective) BPJ*BPJ-comodule.
Then M is v
m
-torsion if and only if Hom
βP>1((M, M(m))=0.
For the invariant regular ideal J=(a0, •••, α^-i) we p u t / ^ ( α o , •••, ak-^) for
each k^q. The exact sequence 0->BP*IJk
(
^BPJJk-+BPJJk+1->0 induces
isomorphisms ExtkB P,(BP*IJk, BP*\J)« ΈxtkB*P\(BP*jjk+ι, BP*/J) and Ext*Pφ
(BP+IJ, BPJJk)^Ext%pm(BPJJ, BP*IJk+1). So we observe that
Setting Nsj = HomBP*(BPJ*f N&) and Msj=HomBPχBPJ*y M\tsy) we have
Lemma 3.6. N} and M} are associative BPJ^BPJ-comodules such that
Mj^v'lsNj and the sequence 0->N}->MJ-+N}+1-+0 is an exact
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sequence of comodules.
Proof. Since M£,> is ^-injective and HomBPt(BPJJ9 M£>)=0 by (1.4)
we see that HomBPm(BPJJ9 J V ^ ^ E x t J p ^ P * / / , BP*) and ΈxtBPm(BP*IJ9 N&)
^ExtrB
+
P\(BP*IJy BP*)=0 for any r^q. Hence NfetBPJJ and the sequence
0->Nj-^> Mj ->Nγ1 -> 0 is exact. Obviously Mj ^ vJ+
s
N} and it is an associa-
tive comodule by [2, Proposition 2.9] (or see [9, Lemma 3.2]).
For a left BPJ*-module G we write w dim^G^n if Torf PJ*(Nj, G)=0
for all i^.n-\-ί and all s^O. When we regard a left BP] * -module as a right
one by mere necessity, it is evident that
(3.3) w dimcfla G ^n if w
Putting Nm = HomBp*(BP*/Im, iV<L+>5) w e n a v e a s h ° r t e x a c t sequence
0 -^NtrΓ+i -*iV4 - i^Vm-^0 of comodules for any ί ^  1. Using this exact sequence
and Theorem 2.4 we can show that the converse of (3.3) is valid when/ is just
I
r
 By induction o n ί ^ O w e can see that there is an isomorphism
(3.4) Nj ® BPJIq^N*
where VJ=I
r
 This implies that TorfPJ*(Nf, BPJIq)=0 for all i^ί and
O, i.e.,
(3.5) w d i m ^ BPJIq = 0 .
Moreover we notice that
(3.6) w d i m ^ vji
u
G ^n and w d i m ^ BPJ^BPJ ® v~\
n
G ^
since w dimBPU N}^s and the right BP]^-modules Nj and N} ® BPJ^BPJ
BPJ*
are ^ 9+s_1-torsion.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a left BP]^module with w d i m ^ G < °o. Assume
that M is a left BPJ^-module which is v
n
-torsion for every n^.0. Then
ExtBPJ,(My G)=Ofor all k^O. (Cf., [3, Corollary 2.4]).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the case that w d i m ^ G — 0 . The
sequence 0->Nj ® G->Mj ® G-+Nj+1 ® G-»0 is exact. Using this exact
sequence we get immediately that Ext|P / j l c(M, G)^Hom j B P / ! ( c (M, Nj ® G)=0
for any k^O since E x t ^ / + (M, Mj ® G)=0 for all z'^0 under our assumption
on M.
Combining Proposition 3.2 with Lemma 3.7 we obtain
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Theorem 3.8. Let G be a left BPJ^-module with w d i m ^ G < ° ° and
^ 0. Then inj diτn^^aG ^n if and only if inj
Lemma 3.9. Let M be an associative (or connective) BPJ^BPJ-comodule
and χ/~Jr=Iq. Ifw d i m ^ M^n, then M is vq+n-torsionfree. (Cf., [8, Lemma
3.4]).
Proof. Assume that M has a τ;g+w-torsion element Λ ΦO. If x^ M is vm-
torsion for all tn^O, then we can find a primitive element y + 0 in M which is
also ^-torsion for all m^O (cf., Theorem 2.2). Taking L=BP*-y(ZM, it is a
non-zero subcomodule of M. However Lemma 3.7 shows that HomBP j*(L, M)
=0. This is a contradiction. So we may assume that Λ G M I S ^^_
r
torsion and
?Vtorsion free for some k>q+n. Then, by Theorem 2.2 there is a primitive
element }Έi l ί satisfying Ann(y) = Ik. Hence we have an exact sequence
0->BP*IIk->M->N->0 of comodules. Applying this exact sequence we ob-
serve that ΎoVkIq
J
*(Nj~qy BP*IIk)=0 under the assumption that w dim
This implies that multiplication by vk_λ is monic on Torf_Γ/_*i (Nj~9>
and hence that TorkIq
J
Λ(Nj~q, BP^/Ik.1)=0 since Nj~q is ^_ rtorsion. Repeat-
ing this argument we get that Nj~q ® BP^Iq=0y which is not true by (3.4).
Let / be an invariant ideal in BP% including / and G be a left BPJ*-module.
Take a ^P/^-homomorphism /: BP*jI->BPJ*BPJ <g) G, which is represented
BPJ*
as /(λ)= Σ c(zE'A)®fE,A0^)- fε,A satisfies the Cartan formula, i.e., / £ f i 4 (λ)=
rF(λ)/G>i4(l). Moreover we observe that I fE A(\)=0 and so fEtA(X)ι
HomBpj^BP^jI, G). Consider the group homomorphism
T: HomBP/m{BPJI9 BPJ+BPJ f& G) ^®JlomBPjm(BPJI9 G)
defined to be T(f)= 0 fEtA(l). As is easily checked, T is an isomorphism.
Lemma 3.10. Let G be a left BPJ%-module and n ^ 0.
inj d i i n g ^ G ^n if and only if inj d i r n ^ ^ BPJ^BPJ <g) G ^n.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the n = 0 case. Consider the exact
υsequence 0^BPJJl
m)
υ
_^BPJJ(m)-^BPJJ(m+1)->0 of comodules given in (2.3).
We have the following commutative square
HomBPJ.(BP*IJlM), BPJ^BPJ ® G) — ®HomB P /,(fiP#// { l r i, G)
UomBPU(BPJJ^h BPJ^BPJ ® G) — ©Hom^/.^P*//^,, G)
because ?7W is primitive in BP*IJ(m). Since Γ is an group isomorphism, Lemma
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3.1 shows that G is -02^-injective if and only if so is BPJ^BPJ ® G.
BPJ*
Let &&£
w
 be the full subcategory of Ά5?3 consisting of all associative
comodules M with w dim
m
^M< oo. Finally we show that the category 359?$
w
has enough i S ί P ^ i j i
Theorem 3.11. Let J be an invariant regular ideal in BP* of length q and
M be an associative BP]*BPJ-comodule with w dim^^M<co. Then there is an
associative BPJ^BPJ-comodule Q with w dim<=
n
^Q<oo which is ^^-injective,
and a monomorphism g: M->Q of comodules.
Proof. Assume that w dim^Λf <*n for some n^O. By Lemma 3.9 the
localization homomorphism M-^v^\
n
M is monic. Choose an injective left
BPJ*-module D such that M is a submodule of D. Consider the composition
map
g: M Y-Z BPJ^BPJ ® M -> BPJ*BPJ ® D -> BPJ^BPJ ® v^
n
D
β-PJ* BPJ* BPJ*
involving the comodule structure map ψM of M. Obviously g is a comodule
map and it is monic. Putting Q=BPJ*BPJ <g) v~l
n
D, the extended comodule
Q is i3iP^0-injective by Lemma 3.10 and w άim^Q^n by (3.6). From
Theorem 3.8 it follows that Q is in fact i^^-injective.
Corollary 3.12. Let M be an associative BPJ^BPJ-comodule with
w dimcβtfM< oo. Then M has a SB 2*£-injective resolution
0->M
of comodules.
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